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Executive Summary
NHS Hampshire, Southampton and Isle of Wight CCG has delegated responsibility for the local
primary care delegated budgets alongside the GP locally commissioned services covering all five
local places. In order for the Committee to monitor this delegated function, a Primary Care Finance
Report is produced by the CCG on a monthly basis.
Given that we are only at the beginning of the 2021/22 financial year the finance tables that follow
show the Primary Care Co-Commissioning (Delegated) allocation for month 1 – month 6 (known as
H1), as well as indicative expenditure values for the same period. Moving forward the CCG will
have actual expenditure to report which will be broken down into more detail across all the Primary
Care budgets and at local area/place level, but for the time being the below captures the headline
numbers and financial envelope that the CCG has to manage within for H1.
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NHS Hampshire, Southampton and Isle of Wight CCG will also be in receipt of Primary Care
Service Development Funding (SDF) in 2021/22. The below table summarises the Primary Care
schemes and the funding attributable to each scheme. The numbers quoted in the table also
include an element for Portsmouth CCG, as the funding is allocated at system level.

Some key points to from the above to highlight are below:






Of the £10.229m quoted above, £8.771m is attributable to Hampshire, Southampton and
Isle of Wight CCG, with the remaining £1.458m relating to Portsmouth CCG.
£4.110m of the allocation has been confirmed for Q1
£3.258m of the allocation has been confirmed for Q2
£0.610m of the allocation is conditional for Q2
£3.251m of the allocation is indicative and relates to month 7 – month 12 (H2)

The Primary Care Commissioning Committee are asked to note the
Primary Care Finance Report and its contents.
Recommendations

Publication

Include on public website ☐

Please provide details on the impact of following aspects
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implications / impact
Legal implications
Principal risk(s) relating to
this paper
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